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Abstract. Convergence properties of additive and multiplicative Schwarz iterations for solving
linear systems of equations with a symmetric positive semideﬁnite matrix are analyzed. The analysis
presented applies to matrices whose principal submatrices are nonsingular, i.e., positive deﬁnite.
These matrices appear in discretizations of some elliptic partial diﬀerential equations, e.g., those
with Neumann or periodic boundary conditions.
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1. Introduction. Domain decomposition methods, including additive and multiplicative Schwarz, are widely used for the numerical solution of partial diﬀerential
equations; see, e.g., [38], [41], [44]. Advantages of these methods include enhancement
of parallelism and a localized treatment. One can ﬁnd algebraic descriptions of them,
e.g., in [14], [20], [47], especially for symmetric positive deﬁnite problems.
In this paper, we adopt the algebraic representation of additive and multiplicative
Schwarz developed in a series of papers [1], [18], [19], [34], [35], where analysis of
convergence and properties for several variants of the methods are provided, both for
symmetric positive deﬁnite and for nonsingular M -matrices. Recently, convergence
properties were studied for singular systems arising in the solution of Markov chains,
i.e., singular M -matrices with all principal submatrices being nonsingular [7], [32].
In particular, this theory applies to singular matrices with a one-dimensional nullspace, and to those representing irreducible Markov chains; see, e.g., [42]. We also
mention the recent work on multiplicative Schwarz iterations for positive semideﬁnite
operators [26], [28].
In this paper, we extend the theory to the symmetric positive semideﬁnite case,
with particular emphasis on the singular case (the analysis of the symmetric positive
deﬁnite case is known; see, e.g., [1], [21, Ch. 11], [41], [44]). We study in particular
the case when all principal submatrices are nonsingular, i.e., positive deﬁnite. This
situation arises in practice, e.g., in the discretization of certain elliptic diﬀerential
equations such as −Δu + u = f with Neumann or periodic boundary conditions; see,
e.g., [5]. We show that in this case, the additive and multiplicative Schwarz iterations are convergent and we characterize the convergence factor γ for such methods
(sections 4 and 5). We use the theory of matrix splittings (see section 3) to obtain
these convergence properties. We remark that we do not use splittings to produce new
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stationary iterative methods. What we do is recast the Schwarz iteration matrices as
coming from speciﬁc splittings, and we use this setup as an analytical tool to obtain
convergence results.
The convergence theory we develop implies that the corresponding preconditioned
matrices have zero as an isolated point in the spectrum. The rest of the spectrum is
contained in a circle centered at one with radius γ < 1. When considering additive and
multiplicative Schwarz preconditioners for singular systems, one needs to use Krylov
subspace methods which are sometimes tailored for this case; see, e.g., [17], [23], [39],
and the references given therein.
We believe that our purely algebraic approach is much simpler than that of [26],
[28], and in addition, it can be applied to problems which may not have a variational
formulation. Of course our approach is only valid for the ﬁnite dimensional case.
We also consider the case of inexact local solvers (section 6), and the inﬂuence of
the amount of overlap and the number of blocks in the convergence rate (sections 7
and 8). Finally, we study the convergence of two-level methods, i.e., methods where
a coarse grid correction is considered as well (section 9).
2. The algebraic representation and notation. We ﬁrst brieﬂy describe
the additive and multiplicative Schwarz methods and give some auxiliary results.
Additional notation and background are also given in the next section.
Let R(A) be the range of A. Consider the linear system in Rn of the form
Ax = b, b ∈ R(A).

(2.1)

In this paper we consider the case where A is symmetric positive semideﬁnite, and we
denote this by A  O. We assume that every principal submatrix of A is nonsingular,
i.e., a symmetric positive deﬁnite matrix, and if Ai is such a submatrix, we denote
this by Ai  O. This situation occurs, for instance, when the null-space of A, N (A),
is unidimensional and any generator of it has no zero entries; cf. [5].
We consider p subspaces Vi , with dimVi = ni , i = 1, . . . , p, which are spanned by
columns of the identity I over Rn and such that
n


(2.2)

Vi = Rn =: V.

i=1

Note that the subspaces Vi may overlap. Between the subspaces Vi and the space V
we consider the following mappings:
Ri : V → Vi ,

RiT : Vi → V,

where rank(RiT ) = ni . Ri is called the restriction operator while RiT is called the
prolongation operator. We also use the matrices
T
T −1
Pi = RiT A−1
Ri A,
i Ri A = Ri (Ri ARi )

where Ai := Ri ARiT is a permutation of a principal submatrix of A, which because
of our assumption is nonsingular. Note that Pi is a projection.
With these projections the damped additive Schwarz method used as an iterative
method to solve (2.1) can be described as
(2.3)

k+1

x

k

=x +θ

p



=

I −θ

k
RiT A−1
i Ri (b − Ax )

i=1
p

i=1


RiT A−1
i Ri A


k

x +

θ

p

i=1


RiT A−1
i Ri

b,
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where 0 < θ ≤ 1 is a damping parameter; see [8], [11], [12], [13], [20], [21, Ch. 11],
[41], [44]. The iteration matrix is then given by
(2.4)

TAS,θ = I − θ

p


RiT A−1
i Ri A

=I −θ

i=1

p


Pi ,

i=1

or, using the notation
−1
MAS
=

(2.5)

p


RiT A−1
i Ri ,

i=1

then, the iteration matrix (2.4) can be written as
−1
A.
TAS,θ = I − θMAS

Later on, in Theorem 4.2, we show that the matrix on the right-hand side in (2.5) is
−1
nonsingular, and therefore it makes sense to denote it as MAS
. Furthermore, for each
θ > 0 one can deﬁne a splitting of A for which the iteration matrix is precisely (2.4).
One such splitting is A = θ1 MAS − ( θ1 MAS − A). When A is singular, such splitting
however is not unique; see [2].
Very often in practice the additive Schwarz method is used for preconditioning a
Krylov subspace method. In the symmetric cases considered here the method of choice
is the conjugate gradient method; for a study of this method for singular systems,
see [23]. While the matrix A may be singular, the preconditioning matrix M is usually
assumed to be symmetric positive deﬁnite. The additive Schwarz preconditioner is
−1
MAS
and the preconditioned matrix is then
−1
MAS
A=

p


Pi = I − TAS,1 .

i=1

The multiplicative Schwarz method can be written as the iteration
(2.6)

xk+1 = TM S xk + c,

k = 0, 1, . . . ,

with the iteration matrix
(2.7)

TM S = (I − Pp )(I − Pp−1 ) · · · (I − P1 ) =

1


(I − Pi ),

i=p

and a certain vector c. The corresponding preconditioned matrix in this case is I −
TM S .
Remark 2.1. Observe that for any vector y ∈ N (A), i.e., such that Ay = 0, one
has T y = y for both iteration matrices T = TAS,θ of (2.4), or T = TM S of (2.7).
This implies in particular that we need to require in our iterations, such as (2.3), that
x0 ∈
/ N (A).
We outline our strategy to prove the convergence of the iterations (2.3) and (2.6).
We need to show that the powers of the iteration matrices (2.4) and (2.7) converge
to a limit; see Deﬁnition 3.1 below. One suﬃcient condition for this to hold is that
there is a splitting of A of the form A = M − N with M nonsingular such that
M −1 N is the iteration matrix, and we show that this splitting is P -regular (see
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Deﬁnition 3.3 below), which implies convergence; see Theorem 3.2 below. We also use
certain comparison theorems to relate the convergence of diﬀerent versions of these
iterations. We present a context for these analytical tools in section 3. In the rest of
this section, we repeat the algebraic characterization of the Schwarz methods used,
e.g., in [1], which is the basis to produce the above-mentioned splittings.
As already mentioned, we assume that the rows of Ri are rows of the n×n identity
matrix I, e.g., of the form
⎡
⎤
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
Ri = ⎣ 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 ⎦ .
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
This restriction operator is often called a Boolean gather operator, while its transpose
RiT is called a Boolean scatter operator. Formally, such a matrix Ri can be expressed
as
Ri = [Ii |O] πi

(2.8)

with Ii the identity on Rni and πi a permutation matrix on Rn . Then Ai is a symmetric permutation of an ni × ni principal submatrix of A. In fact, we can write
(2.9)

πi AπiT =

Ai
KiT

Ki
A¬i

,

where A¬i is the principal submatrix of A “complementary” to Ai , i.e.,
A¬i = [O|I¬i ] · πi · A · πiT · [O|I¬i ]T
with I¬i the identity on Rn−ni .
For each i = 1, . . . , p, we deﬁne
Ei := RiT Ri ∈ Rn×n .

(2.10)

These diagonal matrices have ones on the diagonal in every row where RiT has nonzeros. We further need sets Si deﬁned by
Si := {j ∈ {1, . . . , n} : (Ei )j,j = 1}.
Then
p

Si = S = {1, 2, . . . , n};

(2.11)
i=1

p

i.e., each index is in at least one set Si . This is equivalent to saying that i=1 Ei ≥
I, with equality if and only if there is no overlap. In other words, in the case of
p
overlapping subspaces, we have here that each diagonal entry of i=1 Ei is greater
than or equal to one, which implies nonsingularity. Only in the rows corresponding
to overlap this matrix has an entry diﬀerent from one.
For each i = 1, . . . , p, we construct a second set of matrices Mi ∈ Rn×n associated
with Ri from (2.8) as
(2.12)

Mi = πiT

Ai
O

O
D¬i

πi ,
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where under our assumptions on A  O, we have that D¬i = diag(A¬i )  O, and
thus Mi is invertible.
With the deﬁnitions (2.10) and (2.12) we obtain the following equality which we
will use throughout the paper:
(2.13)

Ei Mi−1 A = RiT A−1
i Ri A = Pi ,

i = 1, . . . , p.

3. Convergent matrices, splittings, and comparison theorems. In this
section we present some more deﬁnitions and results which we use in the rest of the
paper.
Definition 3.1. A matrix T is called convergent if limk→∞ T k exists. This is
equivalent to the following three conditions:
(1) ρ(T ) ≤ 1.
(2) rank(I − T ) = rank(I − T )2 .
(3) If |λ| = 1 for an eigenvalue λ of T , then λ = 1.
Condition 2 states that the index of the matrix I − T is one, or in this case that
ind1 T = 1 [3]. Several equivalent conditions can be found in [43]. One of them is the
following:
(3.1)

ind1 T = 1 ⇔ R(I − T ) ∩ N (I − T ) = {0},

i.e., that the intersection of the range and the null-space of I − T is trivial.
If ρ(T ) = 1 for a convergent matrix then the asymptotic rate of convergence is
given by
(3.2)

γ(T ) := max{|λ| : λ ∈ σ(T ), |λ| < 1}.

When A is singular, and we have a nonsingular matrix M , and a convergent
matrix T such that A = M (I − T ), then P = limk→∞ T k is a projection onto N (A) =
N (I −T ). In fact P = I −(I −T )(I −T )D , where (I −T )D denote the Drazin inverse of
(I − T ). Furthermore, if we let c = M −1 b, and consider the iteration xk+1 = T xk + c,
x0 ∈
/ N (A) (cf. (2.3)), then limk→∞ xk = (I − T )D c + (I − P )x0 ; see, e.g., [3, Ch. 7.6].
A useful result in the analysis of convergent iteration matrices is the following,
due to Keller [24].
Theorem 3.2. Let A be symmetric and let M be nonsingular such that M +
M T − A is positive deﬁnite. Then T = I − M −1 A is convergent if and only if A is
positive semideﬁnite.
Note than when M is symmetric this theorem says that if 2M − A  O, then T
is convergent if and only if A  O.
Definition 3.3. A splitting A = M − N is called P -regular if M + M T − A  O
[36], and strong P -regular if in addition N  O [33].
With this deﬁnition, Theorem 3.2 indicates that a suﬃcient condition for convergence of T is that A = M − N is a P -regular splitting of a positive semideﬁnite
matrix. Weaker suﬃcient conditions, and also necessary conditions not requiring the
nonsingularity of M , can be found in the recent paper [27].
The following result is a new suﬃcient condition for convergence, which we use
later in the paper.
Lemma 3.4. Let A be symmetric positive semideﬁnite and let A = M − N with
M symmetric positive deﬁnite. If
A 2 M −1 A 2 ≺ 2I,
1

1

then T = I − M −1 A is convergent and A = M − N is a P -regular splitting.
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Proof. We have A 2 M −1 A 2 ≺ 2I. Thus
1

1

σ(A 2 M −1 A 2 ) ⊂ [0, 2).
1

1

Since
σ(A 2 M −1 A 2 ) = σ(M −1 A) = σ(AM −1 ) = σ(AM − 2 M − 2 ) = σ(M − 2 AM − 2 ),
1

1

1

1

1

1

we have that
2I − M − 2 AM − 2  0.
1

1

Hence,
M 2 (2I − M − 2 AM − 2 )M 2  0
1

1

1

1

and therefore,
2M − A  0;
i.e., we have a P -regular splitting. Using Theorem 3.2 we obtain that T = I − M −1 A
is convergent.
The use of P -regular splittings as suﬃcient conditions for convergence of classical
stationary iterative methods for symmetric matrices mimics the use of regular or weak
regular splittings as suﬃcient conditions for the convergence of classical stationary
iterative methods for monotone matrices; see, e.g., the classic books [3], [37], [45].
In this case, the rate of convergence of the iterative method is given by the spectral
radius of the iteration matrix. Thus, the rate of convergence of two iterative methods
for monotone matrices can be compared by looking at the corresponding spectral
radii. Many comparison theorems using diﬀerent hypothesis on the splittings have
appeared in the literature; see, e.g., [9], [10], [16], [29], [33], [45], [46], and other
references therein. When the iteration matrices have spectral radius equal to one, as
is usually the case for singular linear systems, the convergence rate is given by (3.2).
Comparison theorems for these can be found in [30], [31]. Here we present a new
comparison theorem, which we use in our context.
We ﬁrst present the following result due to Weyl; see [22, Theorem 4.3.7]. Let
M  O, and denote its eigenvalues by λ1 (M ) ≥ λ2 (M ), . . . , λn (M ) ≥ 0.
Proposition 3.5. Let M1 and M2 be two symmetric positive semideﬁnite matrices. If M1  M2 then λi (M1 ) ≥ λi (M2 ) for all i.
Of course, this proposition is valid when M is positive deﬁnite as well.
Theorem 3.6. Let A be symmetric positive semideﬁnite. Let M1 and M2 be
symmetric positive deﬁnite and let N1 := M1 − A and N2 := M2 − A. If
M1−1  M2−1 ,
then
λi (M1−1 N1 ) ≤ λi (M2−1 N2 )
for all i. If additionally N1 and N2 are positive semideﬁnite, then
γ(M1−1 N1 ) ≤ γ(M2−1 N2 ).
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Proof. We ﬁrst note that
σ(Mk−1 A) = σ(Mk−1 A 2 A 2 ) = σ(A 2 Mk−1 A 2 ),
1

1

1

1

k = 1, 2.

With Proposition 3.5 we obtain for each i that
(3.3)

λi (M1−1 A) = λi (A 2 M1−1 A 2 ) ≥ λi (A 2 M2−1 A 2 ) = λi (M2−1 A).
1

1

1

1

Since Mk−1 Nk = I − Mk−1 A, k = 1, 2, (3.3) indicates that for each i,
λi (M1−1 N1 ) ≤ λi (M2−1 N2 ).
If N1 and N2 are positive semideﬁnite then all eigenvalues of M1−1 N1 and M2−1 N2 are
nonnegative, and therefore
γ(M1−1 N1 ) ≤ γ(M2−1 N2 ).
4. Convergence of additive Schwarz. We begin with an auxiliary result, the
proof of which follows by a straightforward calculation.
Lemma 4.1. Let A be symmetric positive semideﬁnite. Then
A 2 RiT (Ri ARiT )−1 Ri A 2
1

1

is an orthogonal projection. Thus, I − A 2 RiT (Ri ARiT )−1 Ri A 2 is also an orthogonal
projection and as a consequence
1

1

A 2 RiT (Ri ARiT )−1 Ri A 2
1

(4.1)

1

I,

and
σ(A 2 RiT (Ri ARiT )−1 Ri A 2 ) = {0, 1}.
1

1

Theorem 4.2. Let A be symmetric positive semideﬁnite such that each principal
/ N (A). If 0 < θ < 2/p, then the
submatrix is positive deﬁnite. Let b ∈ R(A) and x0 ∈
additive Schwarz iteration deﬁned by (2.4) is convergent and the splitting deﬁned by
M = θ1 MAS is P -regular.
Proof. First, as is done in [21] for the nonsingular case, we prove that the matrix
p


RiT (Ri ARiT )−1 Ri

i=1

is nonsingular. To that end, let the vector x be such that
p


RiT (Ri ARiT )−1 Ri x = 0.

i=1

Hence
xT

p


RiT (Ri ARiT )−1 Ri x = 0,

i=1

and thus
p

i=1

−1

−1

(Ai 2 Ri x)T Ai 2 Ri x =

p

i=1

−1

||Ai 2 Ri x||22 = 0,
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which implies Ri x = 0 for i = 1, . . . , p. By our assumption (2.2) this implies that
x = 0.
Using Lemma 4.1 we have that (4.1) holds. Summing up, we have
 p


1
1
A2
(4.2)
RiT (Ri ARiT )−1 Ri A 2
pI,
i=1
−1 2
A ≺ 2I. We can now use Lemma 3.4, and this
and since θ < 2/p, we have A 2 θMAS
completes the proof.
As is done in [21, Ch. 11.2.4] in the symmetric positive deﬁnite case, a careful
look at the sum in (4.2) indicates that we can replace the number of subdomains p
1
−1 12
with the number of colors q of the graph of A. Thus A 2 MAS
A ≺ qI, and if θ < 2/q,
we have convergence.
Remark 4.3. If we further restrict the value of the damping parameter to θ < 1/p
(or θ < 1/q), we have that the splitting deﬁned by θ1 MAS is strong P -regular. This
1
−1 12
A ≺ I, which implies θ1 MAS  A.
follows since in this case A 2 θMAS
We note that the result in Theorem 4.2 applies in particular to the symmetric
positive deﬁnite case. Thus, in our formulation we have doubled the interval of admissible damping factors for convergence of the damped additive Schwarz method,
since the usual restriction is that θ < 1/q; see [18], [21, Ch. 11.2.4]. We mention also
that simple examples show that this method may not be convergent for θ = 1.
From Theorem 4.2 it follows that the only eigenvalue of T in the unit circle is
λ = 1, and since we showed that MAS is nonsingular, the corresponding eigenvector is
a generator of the one-dimensional N (A). It follows then (see, e.g., [22, section 4.2]),
that the convergence factor (3.2) of the additive Schwarz iteration can be characterized
as
1

1

γ(TAS,θ ) = max z T TAS,θ z
z⊥N (A)
z T z=1



= max

z⊥N (A)
(z,z)=1

1−θ

=1−θ


(RiT A−1
i Ri z, Az)

i=1



(4.3)

p


min

z⊥N (A)
(z,z)=1

p



(RiT A−1
i Ri z, Az)

.

i=1

We note that on the subspace N (A)⊥ , the matrix A is positive deﬁnite. Let us call
Â = A|N (A)⊥ , and we can thus replace A with Â in (4.3). Furthermore, since Â1/2 is
invertible, we can write w = Â1/2 z, and write (4.3) as
⎛
⎞
p

1/2 ⎠
(4.4)
min
wT Â−1/2 RiT A−1
w .
γ(TAS,θ ) = 1 − θ ⎝
i Ri Â
Â−1/2 w⊥N (A)
(w,Â−1 w)=1

i=1

We point out that the characterization (4.4) is also valid for the case of A symmetric
positive deﬁnite, in which case we have Â = A.
5. Convergence of multiplicative Schwarz. We begin with an important
auxiliary result.
Lemma 5.1. Let A be a symmetric positive semideﬁnite matrix such that each
principal submatrix is positive deﬁnite. Let x, y ∈ Rn , such that
(5.1)

y = (I − Ei Mi−1 A)x,
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where Ei is deﬁned in (2.10) and Mi in (2.12). Then the following holds:
(5.2)

y T Ay − xT Ax = −(y − x)T Ei AEi (y − x) ≤ 0.

Proof. Consider x = πiT (xT1 , xT2 )T and y = πiT (y1T , y2T )T , with x1 , y1 ∈ Rni .
Further, from (2.10) and (2.8) we have that
Ei = πiT

(5.3)

Ii
O

O
O

πi .

Consider now (5.1), whence we immediately have that
(5.4)

y2 = x2 ,

and using (2.12) and (2.9), we also get
Ai y1 = −A12 x2 ,

(5.5)

where here we use the notation A12 = Ki , and similarly A21 = KiT = AT12 . Using
these identities we write
y T Ay − xT Ax = (y1T , y2T )πi AπiT (y1T , y2T )T − (xT1 , xT2 )πi AπiT (xT1 , xT2 )T
= y1T Ai y1 + y2T A21 y1 + y1T A12 y2 − xT1 Ai x1 − xT2 A21 x1 − xT1 A12 x2
= xT2 A21 (y1 − x1 ) + (y1T − xT1 )A12 x2 + y1T Ai y1 − xT1 Ai x1
= −y1T Ai (y1 − x1 ) − (y1T − xT1 )Ai y1 + y1T Ai y1 − xT1 Ai x1
= −(y1T − xT1 )Ai (y1 − x1 ) = −(y − x)T Ei AEi (y − x),
where the last equality follows from the identity
Ei AEi = πiT

Ai
O

O
O

πi .

Since A  O, Ei AEi is semideﬁnite as well, and the right-hand side of (5.2) is nonpositive.
Theorem 5.2. Let A be a symmetric positive semideﬁnite matrix such that each
principal submatrix is positive deﬁnite. Let b ∈ R(A) and x0 ∈
/ N (A). Then the
multiplicative Schwarz iteration deﬁned by (2.6) is convergent.
Proof. We need to prove that the iteration matrix T = TM S is convergent; i.e.,
we need to prove conditions (1), (2), and (3) of Deﬁnition 3.1.
(1) Starting with z = x(1) ∈
/ N (A), let x(i+1) = (I − Pi )x(i) . Thus x(p+1) = T x(1) .
Using (5.2) repeatedly, and canceling terms, we obtain
z T T T AT z − z T Az = −

p


(x(i+1) − x(i) )T Ei AEi (x(i+1) − x(i) )

i=1

(5.6)

=−

p


((x(i+1) − x(i) )T Ei )Ei AEi (Ei (x(i+1) − x(i) )).

i=1

Since Ei AEi is positive deﬁnite it follows that the right-hand side of (5.6) is nonpositive. However, the right-hand side is zero if and only if
Ei (x(i+1) − x(i) ) = 0

for all i, i = 1, . . . , p.
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The other n − ni components of x(i+1) − x(i) are also zero using the same argument
as in Lemma 5.1 to obtain (5.4). But this implies x(p+1) = x(i+1) = x(i) = x(1) ,
i = 1, . . . , p. Thus x(1) must be a common ﬁxed point of (I − Pi ) for all i = 1, . . . , p.
However, the ﬁxed points of the projections (I − Pi ) are just the vectors z ∈ Rn with
p
Ei z = 0. Since i=1 Ei ≥ I there is no such common nonzero ﬁxed point. Hence the
right-hand side of (5.6) must be negative, and we obtain
z T T T AT z − z T Az < 0.
Thus we have that for all λ ∈ σ(T ) with corresponding eigenvector y ∈
/ N (A)
λ2 y T Ay − y T Ay < 0.

(5.7)
Hence λ2 − 1 < 0. Thus

|λ| < 1.
If λ ∈ σ(T ) but the corresponding eigenvector y ∈ N (A), we easily obtain from the
deﬁnition of T that λ = 1. Hence, ρ(T ) ≤ 1.
(2) By (3.1), it suﬃces to prove that N (I − T ) ∩ R(I − T ) = {0}. Here we have
that N (A) = N (I − T ). This holds since y ∈
/ N (A) implies T y = y by part (1),
i.e., y ∈
/ N (I − T ). On the other hand y ∈ N (A) implies y ∈ N (I − T ), using the
deﬁnition of T ; cf. Remark 2.1. Hence, we need to prove that
N (A) ∩ R(I − T ) = {0}.

(5.8)

Let x ∈ N (A)∩R(I −T ). Then there exists a y with (I −T )y = x, i.e., y = T y+x.
Since x ∈ N (A) we obtain
A(I − T )y = Ax = 0, and thus y T Ay − y T AT y = 0.
Using y = T y + x we get
y T Ay − y T T T AT y + xT AT y = y T Ay − y T T T AT y = 0.
Part (1) of this proof now implies y ∈ N (A); cf. (5.7). Therefore, by Remark 2.1,
x = (I − T )y = 0, which completes this part of the proof.
(3) As proved above we have λ < 1 for all λ ∈ σ(T ) with corresponding eigenvector
y ∈
/ N (A). Thus if |λ| = 1 for some eigenvalue λ of T then the corresponding
eigenvector y must be in the null-space of A. Hence Ay = 0. But then T y = y and
thus λ = 1.
We mention that we need to prove explicitly (5.8) since we do not have an explicit
−1
representation of a nonsingular matrix MM S such that MM
S A = I − TM S . The
existence of such a matrix, i.e., of a splitting induced by TM S [2] is only obtained
after the theorem is proved. Any splitting induced by such a matrix MM S is thus
P -regular.
We also comment on the fact that in some cases one may want to have a symmetric
operator, and in such a case, the natural multiplicative operator is
(5.9)

TSM S = (I − P1 )(I − P2 ) · · · (I − Pp−1 )(I − Pp )(I − Pp−1 ) · · · (I − P1 ).

It follows that Theorem 6.1 applies to this case as well, and that a posteriori,
−1
there exists a nonsingular matrix MSM S such that MSM
S A = I − TSM S . We can
characterize the convergence factor (3.2) of this symmetric multiplicative Schwarz
iteration as
(5.10)

γ =γ(TSM S ) = max (z, TSM S z).
z⊥N (A)
z T z=1
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6. Inexact local solvers. In this section we study the eﬀect of varying how
exactly (or inexactly) the local problems are solved. The convergence of these very
practical versions of the methods is based on the same ideas used to prove that of the
standard Schwarz iterations in sections 4 and 5. The inﬂuence of diﬀerent levels of
inexactness is analyzed using our comparison theorem, Theorem 3.6.
Very often in practice, instead of solving the local problems Ai yi = zi exactly,
such linear systems are approximated by Ã−1
i zi , where Ãi is an approximation of Ai ;
see, e.g., [6], [41], [44]. The expression Ã−1
i zi often represents an approximation to
the solution of the system Ai zi = vi using some steps of an (inner) iterative method.
By replacing Ai with Ãi in (2.4) one obtains the damped additive Schwarz iterations
with inexact local solvers, and its iteration matrix is then
T̃AS,θ = I − θ

(6.1)

p


RiT Ã−1
i Ri A.

i=1

The iteration matrices TAS,θ and T̃AS,θ in (2.4) and (6.1) are induced by splittings
A = Mθ − Nθ and A = M̃θ − Ñθ where
Mθ−1 = θ

(6.2)

M̃θ−1 = θ

(6.3)

p


RiT A−1
i Ri = θ

p


i=1

i=1

p


p


RiT Ã−1
i Ri = θ

i=1

Ei Mi−1  O,
Ei M̃i−1  O.

i=1

Here
(6.4)

M̃i = πiT

Ãi
O

O
D¬i

πi ,

and thus M̃i−1 = πiT

Ã−1
i
O

O
−1
D¬i

πi .

The fact that the matrix (6.3) is nonsingular follows in the same manner as in the
proof that (6.2) is nonsingular in Theorem 4.2.
In the case considered in this paper we assume, as is generally done (see, e.g., [21,
Ch. 11.2.4]), that the inexact local solvers correspond to symmetric positive deﬁnite
matrices and satisfy
(6.5)

Ãi  Ai .

For examples of splittings for which the inequality (6.5) holds, see, e.g., [33]. A
situation worth mentioning where (6.5) holds is when Ai is semideﬁnite and the inexact
local solver is deﬁnite. This process is usually called regularization; see, e.g., [15], [25].
Theorem 6.1. Let A be a symmetric positive semideﬁnite matrix such that each
principal submatrix is positive deﬁnite. Let b ∈ R(A) and x0 ∈
/ N (A). Let Ãi and
Āi be inexact local solvers of Ai satisfying Ãi  Āi  Ai . Let T̄AS,θ be obtained by
replacing Ãi by Āi in (6.1), i = 1, . . . , p. Let the damping factor 0 < θ < 2/p. Then
the inexact additive Schwarz iterations deﬁned by (6.1) and T̄AS,θ are convergent, and
the splittings induced by these iteration matrices are P -regular. With the stronger
hypothesis that 0 < θ < 1/p, we also have that γ(TAS,θ ) ≤ γ(T̄AS,θ ) ≤ γ(T̃AS,θ ), and
the splittings induced by these iteration matrices are strongly P -regular.
Proof. Since Ãi  Ai we have
(6.6)

Ã−1
i

A−1
i ,
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and thus, using Lemma 4.1
2
A 2 RiT Ã−1
i Ri A
1

1

2
A 2 RiT A−1
i Ri A
1

1

I.

Similar inequalities are obtained with Āi . The rest of the convergence proof proceeds
in the same manner as that of Theorem 4.2.
Consider the matrices (6.2) and (6.3) which are symmetric positive deﬁnite using
Mi as in (2.12) and M̃i as in (6.4). From (6.6), we have that Mθ−1  M̃θ−1  O. This
implies Mθ M̃θ and Nθ Ñθ . By Remark 4.3, we have that Nθ  O, i.e., that the
splittings are strong P -regular. The same results are obtained in the case of Āi . The
theorem follows from Theorem 3.6.
As was the case with Theorem 4.2, we can replace p in the restriction on the
damping parameter with q, the number of colors; i.e., we guarantee convergence of
additive Schwarz with inexact local solvers for θ < 2/q. Since Theorem 6.1 applies in
particular to the symmetric positive deﬁnite case, we have again double the interval
of admissible damping factors for the additive Schwarz iteration with inexact local
solvers; cf. [1].
Remark 6.2. An alternative proof of the second part of Theorem 6.1 can be
obtained by considering the two convergence factors, γ(TAS,θ ) given by (4.4) for the
exact case, and the second given by
⎛
⎞
p

1/2 ⎠
γ(T̃AS,θ ) = 1 − θ ⎝
(6.7)
min
wT Â−1/2 RiT Ã−1
w
i Ri Â
Â−1/2 w⊥N (A)
(w,Â−1 w)=1

0=1

1/2
−1/2 T
) = {0} ∪ σ(A−1
Ri
for the inexact case. Since σ(Â−1/2 RiT A−1
i Ri Â
i ) and σ(Â
−1
−1
−1
−1
1/2
Ãi Ri Â ) = {0} ∪ σ(Ãi ), and since −Ãi  −Ai , we have that
1/2
1/2
w ≥ − wT Â−1/2 RiT A−1
w, i = 1, . . . , p,
−wT Â−1/2 RiT Ã−1
i Ri Â
i Ri Â

which implies that γ(T̃AS,θ ) ≥ γ(TAS,θ ).
For simplicity, in Theorem 6.1, we assumed that the inexact versions use the same
damping parameter θ. It is evident from the proofs that if the damping parameter
for the inexact version is smaller, say, θ̃ < θ, the same conclusions hold.
The implication of Theorem 6.1 is that by replacing the local solvers Ai with the
approximate counterparts Ãi , the additive Schwarz iteration is expected to take more
iterations. In practice, a solve with Ãi should be suﬃciently less expensive so that
the overall method is cheaper.
Next we consider the multiplicative Schwarz method with inexact local solvers on
the subdomains. Here we assume that the approximations Ãi satisfy
Ãi + ÃTi − Ai  0.

(6.8)
This assumption implies that

Ai = Ãi − (Ãi − Ai )

are P -regular splittings.

Using (6.4), the inexact multiplicative Schwarz iteration matrix is given by
(6.9)

−1
T̃ = (I − Ep M̃p−1 A)(I − Ep−1 M̃p−1
A) · · · (I − E1 M̃1−1 A).
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Lemma 6.3. Let A be a symmetric positive semideﬁnite matrix. Let x, y ∈ Rn
such that y = (I − Ei M̃i−1 A)x, where M̃i is deﬁned in (6.4) with Ãi satisfying (6.8).
Then the following identity holds:
(6.10)

−(y − x)T Ei (M̃iT + M̃i − A)Ei (y − x) ≤ 0.

Proof. The proof proceeds as that of Lemma 5.1. We have that (5.4) holds, but
instead of (5.5) we have Ãi y1 = (Ãi − Ai )x1 − A12 x2 . We then obtain
y T Ay − xT Ax = xT2 A21 (y1 − x1 ) + (y1T − xT1 )A12 x2 + y1T Ai y1 − xT1 Ai x1
= (xT1 (Ãi − Ai )T − y1T ÃTi )(y1 − x1 )
+ (y1T − xT1 )((Ãi − Ai )x1 − Ãi y1 ) + y1T Ai y1 − xT1 Ai x1
= (−xT1 Ai − (y1T − xT1 )ÃTi )(y1 − x1 )
+ (y1T − xT1 )(−Ai x1 − Ãi (y1 − x1 )) + y1T Ai y1 − xT1 Ai x1
= − (y1T − xT1 )(Ãi + ÃTi − Ai )(y1 − x1 )
= − (y − x)T Ei (M̃iT + M̃i − A)Ei (y − x) ≤ 0,
where the last inequality follows from (6.8) and the form of the matrices M̃i in
(6.4).
Theorem 6.4. Let A be a symmetric positive semideﬁnite matrix such that each
principal submatrix is positive deﬁnite. Let b ∈ R(A) and x0 ∈
/ N (A). Then the
multiplicative Schwarz iteration with iteration matrix (6.9) with M̃i deﬁned in (6.4)
and with inexact local solvers satisfying (6.8) converges to the solution of Ax = b.
Proof. We need to prove that the iteration matrix T̃ is convergent; i.e., we need
to prove conditions (1), (2), and (3) of Deﬁnition 3.1. The proof is similar to the
proof of Theorem 5.2. The only diﬀerence appears in proving condition (1). Here we
use Lemma 6.3 and obtain
z T T̃ T AT̃ z − z T Az < 0
for all z ∈
/ N (A), and the rest of the proof follows.
A symmetric version of multiplicative Schwarz with inexact local solvers can also
be constructed in a way similar to (5.9), and its convergence factor can be characterized in a way similar to (5.10).
We mention that a comparison analogous to that of the second part of Theorem 6.1
is not valid for multiplicative Schwarz, not even in the deﬁnite case. A counterexample
can be found in [40].
7. Varying the amount of overlap. We study here how varying the amount
of overlap between subblocks (subdomains) inﬂuences the convergence rate of additive
Schwarz.
Let us consider two sets of subblocks (subdomains) of the matrix A, as deﬁned
by the sets (2.11), such that one has more overlap than the other; i.e., let
(7.1)

Ŝi ⊇ Si , i = 1, . . . , p,

p
p
with i=1 Ŝi = i=1 Si = S. Of course, each set Ŝi deﬁnes an n̂i × n matrix R̂i ,
where n̂i is the cardinality of Ŝi , and the corresponding n × n matrix Êi = R̂iT R̂i , as
in (2.10). The relation (7.1) implies that
(7.2)

I  Êi  Ei  O.
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Similarly, if π̂i is such that R̂i = [Ii |O] π̂i , with Ii the identity in Rn̂i , we denote by
Âi the corresponding principal submatrix of A, i.e.,
Âi = R̂i AR̂iT = [Ii |O] · π̂i · A · π̂iT · [Ii |O]T ,
and, as in (2.12) deﬁne
(7.3)

M̂i = π̂iT

Âi
O

O
D̂¬i

π̂i ,

where D̂¬i = diag(Â¬i )  O, and Â¬i is the (n − n̂i ) × (n − n̂i ) complementary
principal submatrix of A as in (2.9). As in (2.13), we have here also the fundamental
identity
Êi M̂i−1 = R̂iT Â−1
i R̂i , i = 1, . . . , n.
We want to compare M̂i with Mi , although Âi and Ai are of diﬀerent size. Without
loss of generality, we can assume that the permutations πi and π̂i coincide on the set
Si , and that the indexes in Si are the ﬁrst ni elements in Ŝi . In fact, we can assume
that π̂i = πi . Thus, Ai is a principal submatrix of Âi , and M̂i has the same diagonal
as Mi .
We will apply to these the following result for symmetric positive deﬁnite matrices
which can be found, e.g., in [21].
Lemma 7.1. Let A be a symmetric positive deﬁnite matrix and the form of the
matrices M̃i in (6.4). Let A be a symmetric positive deﬁnite matrix, and Ai = Ri ARiT ,
Ri a restriction operator, so that Ai is a principal submatrix of A. Then RiT A−1
i Ri
A−1 .
We consider the case of damped additive Schwarz with iteration matrix (2.4), and
the iteration matrix corresponding to the larger overlap is
(7.4)

T̂AS,θ = I − θ

p


R̂iT Â−1
i R̂i A.

i=1

Theorem 7.2. Let A be a symmetric positive semideﬁnite matrix such that each
principal submatrix is positive deﬁnite. Let b ∈ R(A) and x0 ∈
/ N (A). Consider two
sets of subblocks of A deﬁned by (7.1), and the two corresponding additive Schwarz
iterations (2.4) and (7.4). Let the damping factor θ ≤ 1/p, which implies in particular
that the additive Schwarz methods are convergent. Then, γ(T̂θ ) ≤ γ(Tθ ).
Proof. As mentioned above assume that all the principal submatrices of A of
−1
order less than n are nonsingular. Let Qi = Ei Mi−1 = RiT A−1
=
i Ri and Q̂i = Êi M̂i
T −1
R̂i Âi R̂i . Since Ai is a principal submatrix of Âi , by Lemma 7.1 we have that
Q̂i  Qi . Therefore,
M̂θ−1 = θ

p

i=1

Q̂i  θ

p


Qi = Mθ−1  O.

i=1

As shown in Remark 4.3, these splittings are strong P -regular, and the theorem follows
from Theorem 3.6.
We note that an alternative proof similar to that in Remark 6.2 can be applied
T −1
here, using the relation R̂iT Â−1
i R̂i = Q̂i  Qi = Ri Ai Ri just proved.
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Theorem 7.2 indicates that the more overlap there is, the faster the convergence
of the algebraic additive Schwarz method. As a special case, we have that overlap is
better than no overlap. This is consistent with the analysis for grid-based methods;
see, e.g., [4], [41]. Of course, the faster convergence rate brings an associated increased
cost of the local solvers, since now they have matrices of larger dimension and more
nonzeros. In the cited references a small amount of overlap is recommended, and the
increase in cost is usually oﬀset by faster convergence.
We should mention that with an increase of overlap, the number of colors of the
graph may decrease, so that the damping factor may need to be revised. In all cases,
the maximum restriction is θ < 1/p.
A comparison analogous to that of Theorem 7.2 is not valid for multiplicative
Schwarz, not even in the deﬁnite case. A counterexample can be found in [40].
8. Varying the number of blocks. We address here the following question:
If we partition a block into smaller blocks, how is the convergence of the Schwarz
method aﬀected? We show that for the additive Schwarz method the more subblocks
(subdomains), the slower the convergence. In a limiting case, if we have a single
variable in each block and there is no overlap, this is the classic Jacobi method, and
our results indicate that this has asymptotically slower convergence than any sets of
blocks for additive Schwarz.
As in the situations described in sections 6 and 7, the slower convergence may
be partially compensated by less expensive local solvers, since they are of smaller
dimension.
Formally, consider each block of variables Si partitioned into ki subblocks; i.e.,
we have
Sij ⊂ Si , j = 1, . . . , ki ,

(8.1)
ki

Sij = Si , and Sij ∩ Sik = ∅ if j = k. Each set Sij has associated matrices Rij
and Eij = RiTj Rij . Since we have a partition,
j=1

(8.2)

Eij

Ei , j = 1, . . . , ki , and

ki


Eij = Ei , i = 1, . . . , p.

j=1

We deﬁne the matrices Aij = Rij ARiTj , and Mij corresponding to the set Sij in the
manner already familiar to the reader (see, e.g., (7.3)), so that
Eij Mi−1
= RiTj A−1
ij Rij , j = 1, . . . , ki , i = 1, . . . , p.
j
Given a ﬁxed damping parameter θ, the iteration matrix of the reﬁned partition is
then
(8.3)

T̄θ = I − θ

p 
ki


Eij Mi−1
A
j

i=1 j=1

(cf. (2.4)), and an induced strong P -splitting (assuming the proper restriction on θ)
A = M̄θ − N̄θ is given by
M̄θ−1 = θ

p 
ki

i=1 j=1

Eij Mi−1
.
j
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Theorem 8.1. Let A be a symmetric positive semideﬁnite matrix such that each
/ N (A). Consider
principal submatrix is positive deﬁnite. Let b ∈ R(A) and x0 ∈
two sets of subblocks of A deﬁned by (2.11) and (8.1), respectively, and the two corresponding additive Schwarz iterations deﬁned by (2.4) and (8.3). Let k = maxi ki ,
and let the damping factors be θ ≤ 1/p, and θ̄ = θ/k ≤ 1/(kp). This implies that in
particular the additive Schwarz methods are convergent. Then, γ(Tθ ) ≤ γ(T̄θ̄ ).
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 7.2 we have, using Lemma 7.1, that
Qij = Eij Mi−1
j
Therefore,

ki
j=1

Qij

Qi = Ei Mi−1 .

ki Qi , and
M̄θ−1 = θ

p 
ki


Qij

kθ

i=1 j=1

p


Qi = kMθ−1 ,

i=1

Mθ−1 . The theorem now follows using
which is equivalent to M̄θ̄−1 = (1/k)M̄θ−1
Theorem 3.6 and the fact that these are strong P -regular splittings, as shown in
Remark 4.3.
As in the previous sections a comparison analogous to that of Theorem 8.1 is not
valid for multiplicative Schwarz, not even in the deﬁnite case. Again, a counterexample can be found in [40].
9. Two-level schemes. We consider now two-level schemes, i.e., those in which
an additional step is taken, corresponding to a coarse grid correction. In the nonsingular case, this additional step makes Schwarz methods optimal in the sense that
the condition number of the preconditioned matrix M −1 A is independent of the mesh
size; see, e.g., [38], [41], [44]. In our setting, for the coarse grid correction consider an
additional subspace V0 of V , and the corresponding projection P0 = R0T A−1
0 R0 A =
R0T (R0 AR0T )−1 R0 A. There are several cases we consider here: additive Schwarz with
coarse grid correction, with iteration matrix given by
(9.1)

TASc,θ = TAS,θ − θR0T A−1
0 R0 A = I − θ

p


RiT A−1
i Ri A = I − θ

i=0

p


Pi ;

i=0

multiplicative Schwarz with coarse grid correction, with iteration matrix given by
TM Sc = TM S (I − P0 ) =

0


(I − Pi ),

i=p

or in the symmetrized case by TSM Sc = (I − P0 )TSM S (I − P0 ); multiplicative Schwarz
additively corrected, known as the two-level hybrid I Schwarz method, with iteration
matrix given by
−1
HI,θ = I − θP0 − θ(I − TM S ) = I − θ(G0 + MM
S )A,

where G0 = R0T A−1
0 R0 ; and the two-level hybrid II Schwarz method, which is additive
Schwarz multiplicatively corrected, with iteration matrix given by
HII,θ = TAS,θ (I − P0 ).
We begin our analysis with the additive Schwarz iteration with coarse grid correction. By comparing the iteration matrices in (9.1) and (2.4), one can see that
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Theorem 4.2 is valid in this case as well, with the exception that the damping factor θ
needs to be less than 2/(p + 1). Therefore we have that the matrix TASc,θ is a converp
−1
gent matrix, and that the induced splitting deﬁned by MASc,θ
= θ i=0 RiT A−1
i Ri is
P -regular. We can also show that coarse grid correction does not increase (and may
decrease) the convergence factor of the iterations.
Theorem 9.1. Let A be a symmetric positive semideﬁnite matrix such that each
principal submatrix is positive deﬁnite. Then γ(TASc,θ ) ≤ γ(TAS,θ ).
Proof. We use the fact that G0 = R0T A−1
0 R0  0 to conclude that
−1
−1
−1
MASc,θ
= θ(MAS
+ G0 )  θMAS
.

The theorem now follows by the application of Theorem 3.6.
A characterization similar to (4.4) applies to this two-level method, with one more
term in the sum. Thus, an alternative proof of this theorem using this characterization
can be done in a manner similar to that in Remark 6.2.
Next, we consider the multiplicative Schwarz iterations with coarse grid correction. It is not hard to see that Theorem 5.2 applies to this case as well, so that TM Sc
and TSM Sc are convergent.
We conclude by mentioning that the coarse grid corrections can be applied to the
methods with inexact solvers described in section 6 as well, and since the analysis is
very similar, we do not repeat it.
Acknowledgments. We thank Michele Benzi and the referees for their comments on an earlier version of this paper, which helped improve our presentation.
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